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About the Report...

TABLE 1: TCI Millenium Development Goals
2005 Progress Chart

TABLE 2: TCI Available MDGs Indicators

The Turks and Caicos Islands is committed to observing international obligations. In that regard, all of the important guidelines
set by the United Nations elicit the attention of the Government. In
the year 2000, the international community identified and committed itself to 8 Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), 18 targets,
and 48 indicators to be fulfilled by 2015. TCI has adopted these
goals, which now inform policy. The Department of Economic
Planning and Statistics is officially releasing “MDGs Status Report
2005…Five Years After” which covers the status on these goals,
five years after the signing of the Millennium Declaration.
The TCI has made some strides in implementing the measurement, monitoring, and delivery of some of the indicators. 29 of the
48 indicators are currently measured and monitored to evaluate
the status of the Islands regarding the achievement of the 8
Goals. The main problem faced in reporting on the performance
of the TCI on the MDGs, is the unavailability of data, deciding how
to measure these targets and to set up an accountability mechanism to deliver on the set targets. Another challenge faced, is the
applicability and relevance of some of these indicators to smallisland states such as the TCI, thus demonstrating the need to
customize some of these indicators to better suit the country.
The TCI has formed a National Social Indicators and Millennium Development Goals (SIMDG) Committee to deploy the
means at hand in order to make good on the promises of these
simple, but powerful, objectives which are the blueprint for achieving the desired end-goal by 2015. The MDGs provide an internationally recognized benchmark against which the TCI can measure its socio-economic development progress. In general, the TCI
is well on its way to the realization of the MDGs, and in fulfilling its
international obligations in that regard.

What are the MDGs?
At the Millennium Summit in September 2000, 147 Heads of
State and Government, and 189 nations in total adopted a declaration, also known as the Millennium Declaration of 2000, which
synthesized the priorities of the international agenda and reflected
the commitments that had been painstakingly negotiated during
the previous decade of world conferences. The objective of the
Declaration is: “a comprehensive approach and a coordinated
strategy, tackling many problems simultaneously across a broad
front”. A framework of 8 goals, 18 targets and 48 indicators to
measure progress towards the Millennium Development Goals
was adopted by a consensus of experts from the United Nations
(UN) Secretariat, as well as representatives from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), and the World Bank (WB).
This Declaration and the 8 Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) it identified, composed of targets and indicators which are
expected to have considerable improvements by 2015, with the
baseline for the assessment of progress as 1990 for most of the
MDG targets, have become a road map for tracking progress in
poverty and hunger, primary education, gender equality, child
mortality, maternal health, HIV/AIDS, environment, and sustainable development.
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"We cannot win overnight. Success will require sustained
action across the entire decade between now and the deadline.
It takes time to train the teachers, nurses and engineers; to build
the roads, schools and hospitals; to grow the small and large
businesses able to create the jobs and income needed. So we
must start now. And we must more than double global development assistance over the next few years. Nothing less will help
to achieve the Goals.” - Kofi A. Annan (UN, 2005)

Note: The above are the 29 of the 48 indicators currently
being measured by the TCI. Some of these indicators are
not measured annually and baseline data in most instances
are from occasional surveys and census. Measuring and
monitoring of HIV/AIDS and Environment indicators still
continue to pose a challenge and thus reporting on the
progress of these indicators is adversely affected.

